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Inland Northwest Land Conservancy 

Board of Directors’ Meeting Minutes 

September 10, 2019 

Board members present: Leyna Bernstein, Todd Beyreuther, Tom Bradley, Casey Brazil, Michael Currin, 

Carl Griffin, Rod Price, Mitzi Van Voorhis, and Jake Williamson (by phone) 

Board members absent: Rob Lindsay, Michelle Anderson 

Staff present: Dave Schaub, Vicki Egesdal, and Chris DeForest (as needed) 

Quorum having been achieved, vice president Rod Price called the meeting to order at 7:28 AM. 

Chris DeForest announced that the Avista South Long Lake conservation easement was signed 

yesterday. That’s easement 57, protected property 101. Rod Price noted that it was important to protect 

these now – to take them off the table – even though there were no plans to develop at this time. Carl 

asked about a public announcement – Rod said it would take a while but that INLC and Avista will 

coordinate.  Chris said you could go to Devil’s Gap trailhead to see some of it. 

Dave noted there is no consent agenda this month – no financials or minutes. Vicki is working with Jake 

on spreadsheets for more sophisticated presentation of financials. These will go out for email vote in the 

coming two weeks. 

External Affairs: Mitzi reported. 

 At the last EA meeting, Dave reported on recent activity. He will speak at DSP later in the fall.

 The next house party is hosted by Leyna and Tom on October 23. Jolene is helping put these

together – contact her when you are ready to host one – but wait until after A4C.

 Terrain, which supports local artists had a great outdoor event in an alfalfa field. It’s something

for INLC to think about in the future.

 A4C coming up soon. We are already at 200 guests, with goal of 22 - may surpass. If you have

tables tell Jolene who your guests are – need to turn in final headcount and meal preference by

September 12. Turned in food count of 250 – food waste is least of our concerns. Jolene is working

on list of auction items for website and e-news. Michael noted that 225 or 250 is most we’ve had.

Are we in the money? Dave’s long-term goal is 3x ROI. Last year was about 2X ROI. We have

generous support from corporate partners. Costs of event are largely underwritten by corporate

partners. Rod asked whether we are tracking to identify the cause of the increase in numbers.

Dave said we are not asking how people heard about the event. Because we have had such

enthusiastic partner support, we have business tables that are not yet full. We don’t have a name

for every seat. Jolene is following up with them to let us know if we can release the seats. Major

volunteers – do we give them seats at tables? Dave said they are stepping up and buying tables.
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Eric, Tom, Catherine – gifted tickets? Dave not sure of the answer. We are being mindful about 

thanking them in a variety of ways. 

 INLC need to develop its brand to ease confusion between INLC and other organizations, 

especially the Lands Council. Dave has gotten local firms to bid on a rebrand – it’s expensive 

because they want to do it right. The committee members are rolling up their sleeves and doing 

some of the groundwork. They will involve the board – no surprises. Website is a priority but it is 

important to have the name figured out before working on the website. Planning to get started 

right away – meeting next week. Good to have creative brainstorming session. Propaganda 

Creative made website proposal – but it is on hold as we evaluate our brand. Making sure we 

know all the elements that are important for the website. Carl cautioned about confusion from 

the last name change. Committee being deliberate about decision. It might not just be the name, 

it could be the message with the same name that could help people understand. Michael asked 

what other land trusts do. Dave said “land trust” is ubiquitous, just a few “land conservancy”. 

Some have name with neither. We are a small city with two organizations with like-sounding 

names. Rod noted that it is cool to see the committee’s focus and strength. 

 Reminder: November 12 board thank-a-thon at 5:30 PM in lieu of morning board meeting. Food 

and beverages available. We will give you a list of donors with a little background so it is not really 

a cold call. Jolene will send a calendar invite to board. 

 

Internal Affairs – Leyna reported the committee is on summer hiatus because they haven’t been able to 

get a meeting together. They do have 22 names for potential board members or referral sources. 

Confident that we’ll have something to talk about at the next meeting. 

 

Executive committee – Rod noted they had a lively meeting on the 3rd.  

 ED evaluation – Rob Lindsay will solicit additional feedback from board and staff before bringing 

it back to EC. Will add performance review to next EC meeting.  

 ID Club properties – all concerned about the fact that there is not much activity. Rod feels 

hamstrung by donor’s constraints. Would like to sell ASAP, but we’re at the end of selling season 

before winter. Probably nothing will happen before then so this is a good time to re-evaluate how 

we are doing this. Need to take a hard look – what are our true rights and responsibilities, what 

are we legally bound to do. Casey asked whether the current real estate agent ever provided 

updates of activities. Zero. Michael asked what the restrictions are. Carl said they are not stated 

as restrictions but are surmised. The donor’s objective was to get a conservation easement on 

the big parcel. Original conversations were to sell it as a single property. We were interested in 

subdividing – but donor said he would make life hell for anyone who tried that. He would be open 

to 2, maybe 3 lots. Carl’s take is that the donor would agree to it, but would still want us to price 

it way above the value of his lots so he can sell his first. Casey said we are in competition with the 

donor’s lots. If we don’t play ball or if we hire a separate real estate agent, there could be 

significant sewer connection fees imposed. It’s a conflict of interest to have the same agent as 

the donor. What is the real value of the land? What valuation would it take to move these 

properties in a reasonable time? Realtor went silent on this question. Dave said the guidance 
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from EC was to reconvene the ad hoc land committee -- Casey, Carl, Dave, Mike, and Rob. The 

meeting is next week to hash this out and come up with our position to take to the donor. The 

donor has enjoyed the benefits of the tax write off, the value being based on commercially 

developed land. We’ve upheld our end. Rod said at some point you have to call BS. The donor’s 

memory is short about what he received out of the transaction. Fact is, lots are selling slowly in 

the development anyway. If we underprice our lot, then he’s at a disadvantage. The showstopper 

is the pricing. Carl will see if there have been any other sales in the development. One of our 

alternatives is to take the 70 acres and market it for $1.5 million (instead of $2.1). We can still pull 

a million dollars but we could pull more if we could subdivide it. We open it up to more buyers if 

we subdivide. It is important for the board to be aware of these discussions. Part of the gift were 

3 lots outside of the Idaho club. Have sold 2 of those. The third one is very steep. It would be 

expensive to put a road in up to the beautiful views. That one has had interest, but no bids. Could 

do a fire sale before the end of the year. An additional item for the ad hoc land committee.  

 Mikkelsen land decision – looking at options with the property. EC had long discussion about 

possibility of solar farm. Dave’s going to talk to WDFW to see about their willingness to own the 

northern 50 acres. We would give it to WDFW if they are willing to take it on. That’s the piece 

that needs to be protected. Start there. Then keep looking at what to do with the rest. More to 

come on that. 

 R2R – the Lowe parcel – the piece on the northwest that butts up to RR tracks. The City no longer 

interested in purchasing that property. This one in tax foreclosure – up for auction in December. 

Dave to fundraise to purchase. Carl asked whether we fundraise or seek an angel. This is a 

decision for the EC or ad hoc land committee discussion. The owners owe about $2700 in back 

taxes.  

 Leyna asked about the difference between LPC and ad hoc land committee. LPC is bread and 

butter easement work, priorities, and planning. They don’t deal with trade lands. They approved 

R2R but are not focused on acquisition. These are executive decisions. Leyna would be interested 

to have general discussion about land acquisition strategy. Dave would love to have that 

conversation at full board level.  

 Sprow – the family owns 110 acres In the middle of the Dishman Hills. The Sprows don’t want to 

work with Dishman Hills Conservancy because they don’t want the public on the land, which is 

key to helping create connection between north and south ends of the Dishman Hills. It is right 

in the middle. We had gotten to the very final stages of conservation easement negotiations. At 

the last minute they wanted an easement that says there will never be public access on their 

property. Craig Trueblood says it is legal but unenforceable. INLC would have to be a ranger. LPC 

recommended saying no to that term. Family blinked and came back and said they would not 

require that after all. 

 The EC asks rest of board to tell Leyna if you have ideas for great board members. 

 The investment review is scheduled for November.  

 Leyna had coffee with Rob. Out of Dave’s evaluation process is going to come goals that will turn 

into metrics for all to look at.  
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Land protection – Tom reported LPC met last week. Leyna brings up good point about slop over between 

different committees. Probably would be good for everyone to attend an LPC meeting. If interested, let 

Tom know and he’ll make sure you’re invited. Last month INLC was invited out to Fairchild AFB to discuss 

the same DOD program that the Navy is using. Fairchild is facing growth of West Plains and airport 

expansion to the point that their mission may be compromised unless they are more proactive in 

protecting their facility. Tom noted the REPI program brings an awful lot of work. We would be willing to 

be good partner, but AF would have to take the lead and bring together all the partners, including Airway 

Heights. We may have a role, but just as a good partner and not a leader. Todd asked if there is concern 

for safety. Casey suggested that GSI should be the lead to help the AFB. They should be all over bringing 

in the stakeholders. Try to get GSI in on this.   

 

For a future board meeting – we are sometimes offered conservation easements from owners who 

cannot afford to come up with the stewardship donation. The discussion – is there some other way we 

can fund the stewardship piece of this to get the land protected? This is more an executive committee 

question. Leyna asked what board members should do when a citizen comes to them and bends ear 

about some property or other. Tom – we have a shorthand list of criteria – could get that to board 

members. Easy answer – bump it to Chris or Dave. Dave noted that what we’re trying to do is create an 

on-line decision tree for people to use to see if a property is a good fit. If people are talking about land 

they don’t own or control, the answer is bring us the landowner. If it’s smaller than 40 acres, then it’s 

really a no. Really shooting for 80+ acres. Bring the owner to Chris.  

 

Conservation easement approval - Chris presented 3 board resolutions. 

 Sprow – the missing link in the Dream Trail – 110 acres – last big private parcel. Family is reserving 

2-acre home site. But also there is the possibility of selling it to Conservation Futures, etc. The 

sisters are in their 80s. They wanted to prohibit future access, but we convinced them to not 

prohibit that. There has to be a master trail plan and no commercial recreation. They will 

contribute to the stewardship fund and will pay for the baseline report. There is a mature forest 

– they have a forester. The lands was once the Ski More Ski Resort. It is 3 miles from city limits. 

Chris is looking for approval to execute the conservation easement. See attached resolution.  

After motion duly made, seconded, and passed, the board approved the Sprow resolution as 

presented. 

 Von Lintel – In Pend Oreille County near Cusick. Smalle Creek goes through. The Kalispel Tribe 

has been buying land and doing restoration of the meadow downstream of the creek. Von Lintel 

contacted us. He wants to protect it but is very private. He has negotiated an easement that has 

precluded all development except a 3-acre envelope. He’d like to give it to Whitworth but maybe 

to us. There’s a little water pumping station that the neighbor has. Craig Trueblood says it’s not 

a problem. Mostly managed forest with some meadows. Owner wants to get this done. See 

attached resolution. 

After motion duly made, seconded, and passed, the board approved the Von Lintel resolution as 

presented. 
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Owner has agreed to donate $10K to stewardship fund. He has a fund at Innovia which will 

support his favorite charities – possibly including INLC. 

 Gleason – This is part of the restoration partnership to restore contaminated flood plains. About

250 acres. Deposits of cadmium, lead, zinc, arsenic. Gleason’s marsh is already dyked off so the

wetland is longer being contaminated. DU to restore for migratory waterfowl. They are going to

encapsulate the contaminated part and raise it up out of water and submerge the dry part of his

land. Gleason will sell a conservation easement to us. “I don’t want to see any more swans die on

my land.” Money from the Bunker Hill mine settlement is in a trust fund. They are now spending

out the capital. Next year INLC will put together a boat, bike, or drive tour to promote this. See

attached resolution.

After motion duly made, seconded, and passed, the board approved the Gleason resolution as 

presented. 

Executive Director – Dave said this part is intended to give a sense of work that is forefront in terms of 

LP work.  

 Dave gave a presentation on Olmsted 2.0 -- an expanded and interconnected park plan for the

next 100 years. According to TPL, 83% of Spokane city residents live within walking distance of

a city park. An accomplishment based on a 112 year old plan that has essentially worked. The

original Olmsted plan demonstrates the value of a well-made plan. We know that more people

are moving to the county and outlying cities. Only 23% of City of Spokane Valley residents can

walk to a park. County’s population is growing. With less than 10 percent of Spokane County

designated public land, our region’s backdrop is at risk. Average for western cities is 30%. Using

models to look at where development should be concentrated and where conservation can be

most effective. Dave showed an ESRI map – GIS based projections presented by Clark Labs. They

looked at development trends between 2001 and 2011. This is potentially outdated as things

have ramped up since then. On their map they are showing urban development as red. Green is

forested habitat. The rest is farm or grassland. They projected forward out to 2050. Expect a 30%

increase in developed land and a corresponding loss of forest cover. Consider the impacts of loss

of viewshed, water quality, and oxygen. With regard to these numbers, staff believes our impact

can be most significant in protecting the green. Looking at the model - see Post Falls and

Rathdrum Prairie – lost cause.  A conservation easement would be a postage stamp in a sea of

homes. Focusing Olmsted 2.0 county-wide planning on the green. We are the catalyst and

convener for Olmsted 2.0. We hired SCJ to look at all the planning implications. INLC is focused

on habitat and land protection, not interurban trail corridors and pocket parks.  It is an open

source planning tool. By state law every city has to establish their urban growth boundary and

comprehensive plan on how to develop each city. There can be disconnect between cities and

any regional plan. Dave wants to bring this as a recommendation to county commissioners for

consideration. Not a planning document, but a vision. Mitzi noted the growth on the West Plains

is happening way before 2050. As business leaders are looking at trying to get ahead, it would be

excellent for Dave to present to the West Plain Chamber. 200 people at meetings. Dave said he

is doing these presentations regularly and would be glad to speak to the West Plains chamber.
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Leyna asked if this information will be incorporated into A4C. Dave said no, not this map. It will 

be part of the presentation at the annual meeting. We’re not antidevelopment, we bring 

attention to the green. The growth in the red could happen without diminishment of the green. 

Todd noted that the cities also need a goal to increase the green within the cities – more park 

access. Eric has mapped the existing protected lands in Spokane County – that’s less than 10%. 

The rest is potentially convertible land. Dave showed a first draft of the Olmsted 2.0 map – 

showing target priority zones from low to high. Map is built on many layers weighted with 

different significance values - intrinsic habitat values, parcel size, proximity to protected land, 

etc.  On this priority map – the darker the red the higher priority to protect. Reaffirms a lot of the 

planning we’ve already done. LSR corridor, Hangman corridor, channeled scablands, Mt. 

Spokane. We can drill down to parcel level to see how each property fits into our priorities. This 

is not a perfect map yet. Dave would like to see all existed protected land highlighted on the map. 

This is a step in the process. We’ll spend the winter shopping this around town to get feedback 

from people, get constructive criticism. The point would be to permanently protect a significant 

portion of the important lands. Not just forest cover, but also wetlands and channeled scablands. 

Todd asked if there are marked based opportunities like easements for carbon credits. Dave said 

carbon credits are really onerous. Plus our forests sequester less carbon than on the west side. 

 A4C talking points – Dave distributed talking points in paper form and asked the board to share 

points with each other. Leyna said it is way too much information. What are the three things you 

want us to be sure to convey? Dave asked the board to consider this information and asked what 

resonates? Leyna said most people don’t understand what we do. Here is our role in the 

community. Here is what we do. Don’t assume people know. It’s important to start with “them.” 

Why did you move here? Why do you live here? Protecting these green spaces – we protect 

what’s vital to continue the life we love here. What do you love about Spokane? Respond to that. 

Also, it is important to say that our membership includes a broad variety of people – join and be 

part of this community. We have a diverse population of landowners. Protecting farmland, 

riparian, something appeals to somebody. Connect with their why, which is emotional. We are 

THE organization that is working to preserve what is important to this community. We’re it. 

There is no organization that is doing more than we are to preserve the things that make Spokane 

special for all of us. Rod said to keep points congruent to Dave’s messaging for the night. Dave 

said that in partnership with Spokane Civic Theatre we are telling 3 stories – CDA Basin and 

swans, Beryl Baker – traditional private land conservation, Larry Small and R2R. Emotional hooks 

– connect people to stories about lives changed. What are your own hooks? We are the only 

organization in the region that does this work – to protect that what you love about this area. 

Dave suggested that board members should know these things, but there won’t be a test. If you 

know some of what is going on and you know the hook of the person you are talking to, then you 

have the info you need to respond. The message could be – if you love living here in the inland 

northwest because of access to clean water, intact forests, uncrowded hiking, birding and 

boating – we’re the organization that helps to ensure that as this area grows. End with an ask. 

Ask each person to join us. Once they are in, it is up to staff to move them up the ladder. Leyna 

has a document to give to potential board members. Would it be helpful to have a handout to 

give to people? How do I join? At every place setting there is a membership card. As Pat is talking, 
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suggest people fill out the form. Do it several times. Follow up with people afterward. It’s a really 

low threshold. Any donation makes you a member for 18 months. Raise the Paddle – anyone is a 

member for the year. Two weeks ago – our newest member, an 8 year old boy named Xander, 

asked his friends to donate to INLC instead of birthday presents. At the end of the auction we are 

giving people the opportunity to match his $110 gift. We think a number of people will give again.  

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:58 AM. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Vicki Egesdal 

Recording Secretary 
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